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cyberbullying and online harms identifies online harms and their impact on young people
from communities to campuses exploring current and future interventions to reduce and
prevent online harassment and aggression this important resource brings together
eminent international researchers whose work shines a light on social issues such as
bullying cyberbullying racism homophobia hate crime and social exclusion the text
collates into one volume current knowledge and evidence of cyberbullying and its effect
on young people facilitating action to protect victims challenge perpetrators and
develop policies and practices to change cultures that are discriminatory and divisive
it also provides a space where those who have suffered online harms and who have often
been silenced in the past may have a voice in telling their experiences and recounting
interventions and policies that helped them to create safer spaces in which to live in
their community study in their educational institutions and socialise with their peer
group this is essential reading for researchers academics undergraduates and
postgraduates in sociology psychology criminology media and communication studies as
well as practitioners and policymakers in psychology education sociology criminology
psychiatry counselling and psychotherapy and anyone concerned with the issue of
bullying cyberbullying and online harms among young people in higher education this
book looks historically at the harm that has been inflicted in the practice of sport
and at some of the issues debates and controversies that have arisen as a result
written by experts in history sociology sport journalism and public health the book
considers sport and injury in relation to matters of social class gender ethnicity and
race sexuality political ideology and national identity health and wellbeing childhood
animal rights and popular culture these matters are in turn variously related to a
range of sports including ancient pre and early industrial sports american football
boxing wrestling and other combat sports mountaineering horseracing cycling motor
racing rugby football cricket association football baseball basketball crossfit ice
hockey olympic sports mixed martial arts and sport in an imagined dystopian future
designed to help clinicians people who self harm and their families and carers to
understand its causes meaning and treatment this book explores unconscious meanings for
self harming and the sense in which it is a language of the body self harm is generally
regarded as a modern epidemic associated especially with young women but references to
self harm are found in the poetry of ancient rome the drama of ancient greece and early
christian texts including the bible studied by criminologists doctors nurses
psychologists psychiatrists and sociologists the actions of those who harm themselves
are often alienating and bewildering this book provides a historical and conceptual
roadmap for understanding self harm across a range of times and places in modern high
schools and in modern warfare in traditional religious practices and in avant garde
performance art describing the diversity of self harm as well as responses to it this
book challenges the understanding of it as a single behavior associated with a specific
age group gender or cultural identity in this in depth analysis of first nations
opposition to the oil sands industry james heydon offers detailed empirical insight
into canadian oil sands regulation the environmental consequences of the oil sands
industry have been thoroughly explored by scholars from a variety of disciplines
however less well understood is how and why the provincial energy regulator has
repeatedly sanctioned such a harmful pattern of production for almost two decades this
research monograph addresses that shortcoming drawing from interviews with government
industry and first nation personnel along with an analysis of almost 20 years of policy
strategy and regulatory approval documents sustainable development as environmental
harm offers detailed empirical insight into canadian oil sands regulation providing a
thorough account of the ways in which the regulatory process has prioritised economic
interests over the land based cultural interests of first nations it addresses a gap in
the literature by explaining how environmental harm has been systematically produced
over time by a regulatory process tasked with the pursuit of sustainable development
with an approach emphasizing the importance of understanding how and why the regulatory
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process has been able to circumvent various protections for the entire duration in
which the contemporary oil sands industry has existed this work complements existing
literature and provides a platform from which future investigations into environmental
harm may be conducted it is essential reading for those with an interest in green
criminology environmental harm indigenous rights and regulatory controls relating to
fossil fuel production the book presents discussions of the application of stan cohen s
theories alongside empirical contributions in the fields of critical and green
criminology taken together the authors critically address harms and crimes against the
environment as well as against human and nonhuman victims limiting harm in health care
highlights the potential for unnecessary harm in health care practice this harm is
mostly unintentional but it can result from many different aspects of medical treatment
in a wide range of practice areas adverse events events or omissions during clinical
care resulting in physical or psychological injury are increasingly being recognised as
significant problems in health care following clarification of the nature and extent of
medical harm in health care separate chapters explore the potential for medical harm in
diverse areas of practice topics include problems in the use of medication the
treatment of acute heart disease the role of hospital routine and the potentially
negative role of medically dominated treatment in mental illness and palliative care
the book includes recommendations for reducing unnecessary harm within the expanding
boundaries of nursing practice the reader is challenged to assess the potential risks
inherent in the health care system to reconsider established methods of treatment and
to re examine professional working relationships the papers collected here represent
the most recent work on a much neglected problem in practical reasoning it is the
problem of imperceptible harms and benefits it is perhaps better to characterize the
problem as a collection of puzzles or paradoxes since those who deny the existence or
possibility of imperceptible decrements or increments face problems no less perplexing
than those who affinn their existence the puzzles and paradoxes combine very practical
and pressing worries about our obligations to relieve starvation mitigate suffering and
conserve resources with deep metaethical worries about the nature of practical
rationality i use these brief introductory pages to familiarize the reader with the
basic set of problems examined in this collection most of us think that an action
cannot be wrong if its effects are entirely and always imperceptible jonathan glover s
fanciful example of the 100 armed bandits and the 100 wlarmed tribesman clearly
illustrates a deep worry with such moral reasoning powerful mindfulness tools to help
you move beyond self harming thoughts and behaviors so you can get back to living your
life being a teen in today s world isn t easy maybe you ve been bullied maybe you feel
like your family or friends just don t get you or maybe you feel like you don t have
control of your life or you re just tired of trying to be perfect all the time you aren
t alone many teens struggle with difficult feelings and thoughts and sometimes when
these thoughts feel overwhelming you just want to feel something else this is where
self harming behaviors such as cutting come in but there are better ways to manage your
pain this book will help guide you in this workbook you ll learn about the power of
mindfulness and how it can help you create your own special space for simply being with
your thoughts when you re dealing with difficult emotions you ll have this safe space
to go to again and again no matter where you are or what you re doing you ll learn how
to be mindful of your senses techniques for managing difficult feelings before they
escalate and move past self judgment to embrace self compassion and self awareness pain
is a normal part of life it s how you react to this pain that really matters let this
workbook guide you toward better strategies for dealing with stress and emotional pain
so you can be safe happy and in control of your life a london based female assassin
runs into trouble on a mission in 1970s mexico in this action packed debut crime
thriller acapulco 1974 rina walker is on assignment just another quick clean kill when
she wakes to discover her employer s severed head on her bedside table and a man with
an ak 47 coming through the door of her hotel room she must use all her skills to
neutralise her attacker and escape notting hill 1956 fifteen year old rina is
scavenging and stealing to support her siblings and her alcoholic mother when a local
gangster attacks her younger sister rina wreaks revenge innocence betrayed rina faces
the brutality of the post war london underworld a world that teaches her the skill to
kill praise for harm hugh fraser s harm is the perfect combination of action mystery
and intrigue it also features some superbly constructed characters who develop over the
course of the story which is a rarity in mystery novels benjamin maio mackay actor go
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and buy it quick it is very filmic and very taut this book will do you harm because you
won t want to do anything else but sit down and get to the next bit fast fabulous celia
imrie actress bridget jones diary calendar girls the best exotic marigold hotel the
multifaceted nature of harmful substance use and gambling requires interdisciplinary
analysis to assess the underlying causes what determines harm from addictive substances
and behaviours draws together evidence from twelve disciplines including anthropology
genetics neurobiology and public policy using a developmental approach the book
presents evidence on the factors that influence the development of harmful substance
use and gambling the determinants of harm operate at three levels molecular individual
and social this book brings to light the complex interplay between them and presents
the scientific social economic political and psychological influences of harmful
substance use and gambling these individual determinants are then synthesised into an
integrative heuristic model to encourage new ways of thinking the findings from this
analysis are used to elaborate key general implications for health and broader social
policy clinical practice and future research what determines harm from addictive
substances and behaviours is based on research from alice rap a multidisciplinary
european study of addictive substances and behaviours in contemporary society this is
an essential resource for public health professionals stakeholders influencing policy
for addictive substances and behaviours students and academics looking to better
understand the factors influencing substance use and gambling and the implications this
research has for addiction prevention policy an ethnography of the ecuadorian amazon
that demonstrates the need for a relational place based contingent understanding of
harm and toxicity reckoning with harm is a striking ethnographic analysis of the harm
resulting from oil extraction covering fifty years of settler colonization and
industrial transformation of the ecuadorian amazon amelia fiske interrogates the
relations of harm she moves between forest courtrooms and oily waste pits farms and
toxic tours to explore both the ways in which harm from oil is entangled with daily
life and the tensions surrounding efforts to verify and redress it in practice attempts
to address harm from the oil industry in ecuador have been consistently confounded by
narrow technocratic understandings of evidence toxicity and responsibility building on
collaborators work to contest state and oil company insistence that harm is controlled
and principally chemical in nature fiske shows that it is necessary to refigure harm as
relational in order to reckon with unremediated contamination of the past while pushing
for broad forms of accountability in the present she theorizes that harm is both a
relationship and an animating feature of relationships in this place a contingent
understanding that is needed to contemplate what comes next when living in a toxic
world this volume explores empathy s potential for healing and harm and its potency to
effect change for good or ill at inter personal ecological and global levels how can
the brutal and costly enterprise of criminal punishment be justified this book makes a
provocative original contribution to the philosophical literature and debate on the
morality of punishing arguing that punishment is justified in the duties that offenders
incur as a result of their wrongdoing the first book on self harm written for parents
by parents are you concerned that your child may be self harming are you wondering what
to do for the best do you need more information and help if so this is the book for you
an ever increasing number of young people are turning to self harm in order to cope
with the pressures of modern living and this poses a huge problem for parents and
others who care for them this book provides the answers you need to questions such as
how do i know for sure whether my child is self harming how should i approach my child
what help and treatment is available to us what can i do to help my child how have
other parents coped full of the real life experiences of other parents who have been
there this is a practical book that will both inform and equip you to help your child
and yourself through this difficult time self harm is increasingly prevalent in our
society but few of us understand why or know what to do to help ourselves friends or
family in such situations it can be very isolating understanding and responding to self
harm aims to fill this gap providing practical information and advice for anyone who
has an experience of self harm showing the various forms self harm can take this book
explores the reasons behind it and offers advice on self management support to others
and what services are available full of clear thoughtful advice for those who may be
thinking of harming themselves or have already done so as well as guidance for families
and friends on helpful strategies and responses and ones to avoid it uses evidence from
research and direct experience to provide an essential resource the aesthetics of self
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harm presents a new approach to understanding parasuicidal behaviour based upon an
examination of online communities that promote performances of self harm in the pursuit
of an idealised beauty the book considers how online communities provide a significant
level of support for self harmers and focuses on relevant case studies to establish a
new model for the comprehension of the online supportive community to do so alderton
explores discussions of self harm and disordered eating on social networks she examines
aesthetic trends that contextualise harmful behavior and help people to perform
feelings of sadness and vulnerability online alderton argues that the traditional
understanding of self violence through medical discourse is important but that it
misses vital elements of human group activity and the motivating forces of visual
imagery covering psychiatry and psychology rhetoric and sociology this book provides
essential reading for psychologists sociologists and anthropologists exploring group
dynamics and ritual and rhetoricians who are concerned with the communicative powers of
images it should also be of great interest to medical professionals dealing with self
harming patients due to the sudden movement in the backstage su xiaoxiao had entered
into the book that she had written however who could tell her that the direction of the
story was different from what she had expected the male lead wanted to be with the
female lead so he wanted to get rid of her the male partner wanted to become the male
lead so he wanted to get rid of her in order to keep her position the female lead
wanted to get rid of her wait you re all made by me and you re even defying the heavens
will there will always be people who want to harm me since this is the case i will take
care of all of you one by one self harm and eating disorders are present in almost
every school and they frequently co occur this book provides the vital guidance that
school staff need to spot early warning signs understand triggers and support the
students in their care effectively this very practical guide helps educational
professionals to gain a better understanding of self harm and eating disorders by
dispelling the myths and misconceptions that surround these behaviours the book
provides advice on whole school policies and procedures as well as day to day
strategies to implement in lessons at mealtimes and in one on one sessions it explains
how to respond to disclosures make referrals and work alongside parents to assist in
the road to recovery medical mistakes are more pervasive than we think how can we
improve outcomes an acclaimed md s rich stories and research explore patient safety
patients enter the medical system with faith that they will receive the best care
possible so when things go wrong it s a profound and painful breach medical science has
made enormous strides in decreasing mortality and suffering but there s no doubt that
treatment can also cause harm a significant portion of which is preventable in when we
do harm practicing physician and acclaimed author danielle ofri places the issues of
medical error and patient safety front and center in our national healthcare
conversation drawing on current research professional experience and extensive
interviews with nurses physicians administrators researchers patients and families dr
ofri explores the diagnostic systemic and cognitive causes of medical error she
advocates for strategic use of concrete safety interventions such as checklists and
improvements to the electronic medical record but focuses on the full scale cultural
and cognitive shifts required to make a meaningful dent in medical error woven
throughout the book are the powerfully human stories that dr ofri is renowned for the
errors she dissects range from the hardly noticeable missteps to the harrowing medical
cataclysms while our healthcare system is and always will be imperfect dr ofri argues
that it is possible to minimize preventable harms and that this should be the
galvanizing issue of current medical discourse medical error is a leading problem of
health care in the united states each year more patients die as a result of medical
mistakes than are killed by motor vehicle accidents breast cancer or aids while most
government and regulatory efforts are directed toward reducing and preventing errors
the actions that should follow the injury or death of a patient are still hotly debated
according to nancy berlinger conversations on patient safety are missing several
important components religious voices traditions and models in after harm berlinger
draws on sources in theology ethics religion and culture to create a practical and
comprehensive approach to addressing the needs of patients families and clinicians
affected by medical error she emphasizes the importance of acknowledging fallibility
telling the truth confronting feelings of guilt and shame and providing just
compensation after harm adds important human dimensions to an issue that has profound
consequences for patients and health care providers in the 1990s reported autism cases
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among american children began spiking from about 1 in 10 000 in 1987 to a shocking 1 in
166 today this trend coincided with the addition of several new shots to the nation s
already crowded vaccination schedule grouped together and given soon after birth or in
the early months of infancy most of these shots contained a little known preservative
called thimerosal which includes a quantity of the toxin mercury evidence of harm
explores the heated controversy over what many parents physicians public officials and
educators have called an epidemic of afflicted children following several families
david kirby traces their struggle to understand how and why their once healthy kids
rapidly descended into silence or disturbed behavior often accompanied by severe
physical illness alarmed by the levels of mercury in the vaccine schedule these
families sought answers from their doctors from science from pharmaceutical companies
that manufacture vaccines and finally from the center for disease control and the food
and drug administration to no avail but as they dug deeper the families also found
powerful allies in congress and in the small community of physicians and researchers
who believe that the rise of autism and other disorders is linked to toxic levels of
mercury that accumulate in the systems of some children an important and troubling book
evidence of harm reveals both the public and unsung obstacles faced by desperate
families who have been opposed by the combined power of the federal government health
agencies and pharmaceutical giants from closed meetings of the fda cdc and drug
companies to the mysterious rider inserted into the 2002 homeland security bill that
would bar thimerosal litigation to open hearings held by congress this book shows a
medical establishment determined to deny evidence of harm that might be connected with
thimerosal and mercury in vaccines in the end as research is beginning to demonstrate
the questions raised by these families have significant implications for all children
and for those entrusted to oversee our national health keeping doctors happy and
productive requires a thorough understanding of the systemic causes and consequences of
physician stress as well as the role of resilience in maintaining a healthy mental
state the pressure of making life or death decisions along with those associated with
the day to day challenges of doctoring can lead to poor patient care and communication
patient dissatisfaction absenteeism reductions in productivity job dissatisfaction and
lowered retention this edited volume will provide a comprehensive tool for
understanding and promoting physician stress resilience specifically the book has six
interrelated objectives that collectively would advance the evidence based
understanding of 1 the extent to which physicians experience and suffer from work
related stress 2 the various manifestations syndromes and reaction patterns directly
caused by work related stress 3 the degree to which physicians are resilient in that
they are successful or not successful in coping with these stressors 4 the theories and
direct evidence that account for the resilience 5 the programs during and following
medical school which help to promote resilience and 6 the agenda for future theory
research and intervention efforts for the next generation of physicians maintaining the
importance of socio economic issues in devising transitional justice mechanisms this
book examines the widespread practice of land grabbing in afghanistan on 3 september
2003 100 armed police officers bulldozed around 30 homes in the sherpur neighborhood of
kabul afghanistan evicting over 250 people historically the land was part of the
property of the ministry of defense of which a zone was allocated to the ministry s
employees who had built homes and had lived there for nearly 30 years after the
demolition however the land was distributed among 300 high ranking government officials
including ministers deputy ministers governors and other powerful warlords land
grabbing in afghanistan has become a widespread practice across the country based on
over 50 semi structured interviews with key informants and group discussions with war
victims and local experts in kabul the current book examines the relevance of
transitional justice discourse and practice in response to this situation following a
critical criminological concern with social harm the book maintains that it is not
enough to consider a country s political history of violent conflict and the violation
of civil and political rights alone rather to decide on appropriate transitional
justice mechanisms it is crucial to consider a country s socio economic background and
above all the socio economic harm inflicted on people during periods of violent
conflict this original and detailed account of the socio economic challenges faced by
transitional justice mechanisms will be of interest to those studying and working in
this area in law politics development studies and criminology prostitution harm and
gender inequality brings together international research exploring the range of
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gendered harms to women involved in prostitution and the consequences of growth of the
sex industry for global gender relations while there is an increasing amount of
research and academic output on prostitution the current focus is often on discussion
and critique of policy frameworks and contemporary debates over harm are largely
limited to sex trafficking and sexual exploitation of children less attention is paid
to questions of how the sex industry perpetuates notions of objectification and male
entitlement with respect to sexual access to women s bodies despite being key feminist
concerns for several decades this position has become effectively marginalized but the
global growth and industrialization of the sex industry requires a return to these
questions through exploring gendered inequality and re engaging with an understanding
of prostitution as harmful with impacts on the self and body that are experienced as
abusive but do not always constitute violence this book introduces a range of research
and thinking while also drawing on existing literature to explore the consequences of
prostitution for women in the sex industry and wider gender relations these issues are
discussed with regard to coercion and recruitment including trafficking notions of male
entitlement in accounts of men who buy sex critical interrogations of agency and choice
legal and policy frameworks and representations of prostitution in popular culture this
practical and accessible book of case studies takes a new look at self harm focusing
particularly on the under explored area of hidden self harming behaviour these
behaviours may not be immediately identifiable as self harm by counsellors therapists
or their clients but maggie turp shows how recognition and understanding of hidden self
harm can improve practice with those affected the author begins by discussing extracts
from infant observation studies that reflect on the role of maternal care in
encouraging the tendency towards self care a series of detailed case studies follows
including a client who has a serious eating disorder a client who abuses recreational
drugs works excessively to the detriment of his mental and physical health and sustains
a series of unconsciously invited accidents and one caught up in self harm by omission
who fails to take care and delays seeking vital medical care the clinical accounts
highlight the importance of attending to the client as a whole person and of building
on the self caring tendency that has prompted him or her to seek help in the form of
counselling or psychotherapy written from a psychoanalytic perspective but using
straightforward language hidden self harm is a valuable resource for social workers
psychologists teachers nurses and lay helpers as well as for counsellors and
psychotherapists named a best book of 2021 by real simple from the usa today
bestselling author of behind every lie and the night olivia fell comes an unforgettable
and heart wrenching novel about the lengths one woman will go to save her son emma
loves her life she s the mother of a precocious kindergartener married to her soulmate
a loyal and loving police detective and has a rewarding career as a doctor at the local
hospital but everything comes crashing down when her son josh is diagnosed with a rare
form of cancer determined to save him emma makes the risky decision to sell opioids to
fund the life saving treatment he needs but when somebody ends up dead a lethal game of
cat and mouse ensues her own husband leading the chase with her son s life hanging in
the balance emma is dragged into the dark world of drugs lies and murder will the truth
catch up to her before she can save josh a timely and moving exploration of a town
gripped by the opioid epidemic and featuring christina mcdonald s signature complex
emotionally intense publishers weekly prose do no harm examines whether the ends ever
justify the means even for a desperate mother a clever and addictive thriller from the
bestselling author of the handmaid s tale and the testaments rennie wilford is a young
journalist running from her life when she takes an assignment to a caribbean island she
tumbles into a world where no one is quite what they seem least of all yankee paul is
paul a drug smuggler a cia operative either way he s trouble and his offer to rennie of
a no hooks no strings affair will suddenly draw her into in a lethal web of corruption
as swift moving as the best thriller clipped and laconic yet deeply and richly
sensitive sunday telegraph this work is aimed at those caught somewhere in the middle
between those for whom only heterosexual and monogamous marriage or anything goes are
paradigms of suitable behaviour and intimate relationships ethicist and christian marie
fortune explores what it means to be in an intimate relationship today surrounded as we
are by domestic violence and continued silencing of women s voices epub and epdf
available open access under cc by nc nd licence labour exploitation is a highly topical
though complex issue that has international resonance for those concerned with social
justice and social welfare but there is a lack of research available about it this book
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part of the studies in social harm series is the first to look at labour exploitation
from a social harm perspective arguing that as a global social problem it should be
located within the broader study of work based harm written by an expert in policy
orientated research he critiques existing approaches to the study of workplace
exploitation abuse and forced labour mapping out a new sub discipline this innovative
book aims to shift power from employers to workers to reduce levels of labour
exploitation and work based harm it is relevant to academics from many fields as well
as legislators policy makers politicians employers union officials activists and
consumers a significant number of antipsychotic medications are being surreptitiously
administered off label to residents suffering from dementia in a seniors home a local
physician comes under suspicion as hospital staff and police investigate the incidents
maggie keiller principal of the local high school and her husband derek sloan become
involved when one of her students a patient of that same physician dies of a drug
overdose while in hospital as she probes further maggie and the physician are both
targeted by someone unknown who sabotages their cars to explode when the engine is
started both narrowly escape a horrifying death but another person is not so fortunate
as events hurtle toward a climax maggie and derek face increasing danger not knowing
who the true culprit is when the deranged killer makes a final frenzied attempt on her
life maggie is caught totally off guard this riveting thriller closely examines the
primary duty of every doctor first do no harm july 9 1947 roswell new mexico a young
boy tags along with his father to the roswell army air field and witnesses something he
was not to see or know about until fifty three years later august 5 2000 garden plains
kansas a massive alien craft is spotted hovering by local citizens and darts off to the
northwest somewhere in colorado where it starts to tailgate commercial flight 311 on
its way to oklahoma city three f 15 aircrafts are scrambling to intercept and
investigate this unknown intruder the alien craft darts off to the southeast and the
three f 15s give pursuit of the unknown intruder the alien craft is able to lose the f
15s in a thunderstorm near roswell and history repeats itself some fifty three years
later don t let your thoughts and fears define you in overcoming harm ocd
psychotherapist jon hershfield offers powerful cognitive behavioral therapy cbt and
mindfulness tools to help you break free from the pain and self doubt caused by harm
ocd do you suffer from violent unwanted thoughts and a crippling fear of harming others
are you afraid to seek treatment for fear of being judged if so you may have harm ocd
an anxiety disorder associated with obsessive compulsive disorder ocd first and
foremost you need to know that these thoughts do not define you as a human being but
they can cause a lot of real emotional pain so how can you overcome harm ocd and start
living a better life written by an expert in treating harm ocd this much needed book
offers a direct and comprehensive explanation of what harm ocd is and how to manage it
you ll learn why you have unwanted thoughts how to identify mental compulsions and find
an overview of cognitive behavioral and mindfulness based treatment approaches that can
help you reclaim your life you ll also find tips for disclosing violent obsessions
finding adequate professional help and working with loved ones to address harm ocd
systemically and finally you ll learn that your thoughts are just thoughts and that
they don t make you a bad person if you have harm ocd it s time to move past the stigma
and start focusing on solutions this evidence based guide will help light the way



Cyberbullying and Online Harms 2023-05-02 cyberbullying and online harms identifies
online harms and their impact on young people from communities to campuses exploring
current and future interventions to reduce and prevent online harassment and aggression
this important resource brings together eminent international researchers whose work
shines a light on social issues such as bullying cyberbullying racism homophobia hate
crime and social exclusion the text collates into one volume current knowledge and
evidence of cyberbullying and its effect on young people facilitating action to protect
victims challenge perpetrators and develop policies and practices to change cultures
that are discriminatory and divisive it also provides a space where those who have
suffered online harms and who have often been silenced in the past may have a voice in
telling their experiences and recounting interventions and policies that helped them to
create safer spaces in which to live in their community study in their educational
institutions and socialise with their peer group this is essential reading for
researchers academics undergraduates and postgraduates in sociology psychology
criminology media and communication studies as well as practitioners and policymakers
in psychology education sociology criminology psychiatry counselling and psychotherapy
and anyone concerned with the issue of bullying cyberbullying and online harms among
young people in higher education
The Palgrave Handbook of Sport, Politics and Harm 2022-01-01 this book looks
historically at the harm that has been inflicted in the practice of sport and at some
of the issues debates and controversies that have arisen as a result written by experts
in history sociology sport journalism and public health the book considers sport and
injury in relation to matters of social class gender ethnicity and race sexuality
political ideology and national identity health and wellbeing childhood animal rights
and popular culture these matters are in turn variously related to a range of sports
including ancient pre and early industrial sports american football boxing wrestling
and other combat sports mountaineering horseracing cycling motor racing rugby football
cricket association football baseball basketball crossfit ice hockey olympic sports
mixed martial arts and sport in an imagined dystopian future
Managing Self-Harm 2009-09-10 designed to help clinicians people who self harm and
their families and carers to understand its causes meaning and treatment this book
explores unconscious meanings for self harming and the sense in which it is a language
of the body
Responses to Self Harm 2015-04-17 self harm is generally regarded as a modern epidemic
associated especially with young women but references to self harm are found in the
poetry of ancient rome the drama of ancient greece and early christian texts including
the bible studied by criminologists doctors nurses psychologists psychiatrists and
sociologists the actions of those who harm themselves are often alienating and
bewildering this book provides a historical and conceptual roadmap for understanding
self harm across a range of times and places in modern high schools and in modern
warfare in traditional religious practices and in avant garde performance art
describing the diversity of self harm as well as responses to it this book challenges
the understanding of it as a single behavior associated with a specific age group
gender or cultural identity
Sustainable Development as Environmental Harm 2019-04-01 in this in depth analysis of
first nations opposition to the oil sands industry james heydon offers detailed
empirical insight into canadian oil sands regulation the environmental consequences of
the oil sands industry have been thoroughly explored by scholars from a variety of
disciplines however less well understood is how and why the provincial energy regulator
has repeatedly sanctioned such a harmful pattern of production for almost two decades
this research monograph addresses that shortcoming drawing from interviews with
government industry and first nation personnel along with an analysis of almost 20
years of policy strategy and regulatory approval documents sustainable development as
environmental harm offers detailed empirical insight into canadian oil sands regulation
providing a thorough account of the ways in which the regulatory process has
prioritised economic interests over the land based cultural interests of first nations
it addresses a gap in the literature by explaining how environmental harm has been
systematically produced over time by a regulatory process tasked with the pursuit of
sustainable development with an approach emphasizing the importance of understanding
how and why the regulatory process has been able to circumvent various protections for
the entire duration in which the contemporary oil sands industry has existed this work



complements existing literature and provides a platform from which future
investigations into environmental harm may be conducted it is essential reading for
those with an interest in green criminology environmental harm indigenous rights and
regulatory controls relating to fossil fuel production
Green Harms and Crimes 2016-01-12 the book presents discussions of the application of
stan cohen s theories alongside empirical contributions in the fields of critical and
green criminology taken together the authors critically address harms and crimes
against the environment as well as against human and nonhuman victims
Limiting Harm in Health Care 2008-04-15 limiting harm in health care highlights the
potential for unnecessary harm in health care practice this harm is mostly
unintentional but it can result from many different aspects of medical treatment in a
wide range of practice areas adverse events events or omissions during clinical care
resulting in physical or psychological injury are increasingly being recognised as
significant problems in health care following clarification of the nature and extent of
medical harm in health care separate chapters explore the potential for medical harm in
diverse areas of practice topics include problems in the use of medication the
treatment of acute heart disease the role of hospital routine and the potentially
negative role of medically dominated treatment in mental illness and palliative care
the book includes recommendations for reducing unnecessary harm within the expanding
boundaries of nursing practice the reader is challenged to assess the potential risks
inherent in the health care system to reconsider established methods of treatment and
to re examine professional working relationships
Imperceptible Harms and Benefits 2000-09-30 the papers collected here represent the
most recent work on a much neglected problem in practical reasoning it is the problem
of imperceptible harms and benefits it is perhaps better to characterize the problem as
a collection of puzzles or paradoxes since those who deny the existence or possibility
of imperceptible decrements or increments face problems no less perplexing than those
who affinn their existence the puzzles and paradoxes combine very practical and
pressing worries about our obligations to relieve starvation mitigate suffering and
conserve resources with deep metaethical worries about the nature of practical
rationality i use these brief introductory pages to familiarize the reader with the
basic set of problems examined in this collection most of us think that an action
cannot be wrong if its effects are entirely and always imperceptible jonathan glover s
fanciful example of the 100 armed bandits and the 100 wlarmed tribesman clearly
illustrates a deep worry with such moral reasoning
The Mindfulness Workbook for Teen Self-Harm 2019-09-01 powerful mindfulness tools to
help you move beyond self harming thoughts and behaviors so you can get back to living
your life being a teen in today s world isn t easy maybe you ve been bullied maybe you
feel like your family or friends just don t get you or maybe you feel like you don t
have control of your life or you re just tired of trying to be perfect all the time you
aren t alone many teens struggle with difficult feelings and thoughts and sometimes
when these thoughts feel overwhelming you just want to feel something else this is
where self harming behaviors such as cutting come in but there are better ways to
manage your pain this book will help guide you in this workbook you ll learn about the
power of mindfulness and how it can help you create your own special space for simply
being with your thoughts when you re dealing with difficult emotions you ll have this
safe space to go to again and again no matter where you are or what you re doing you ll
learn how to be mindful of your senses techniques for managing difficult feelings
before they escalate and move past self judgment to embrace self compassion and self
awareness pain is a normal part of life it s how you react to this pain that really
matters let this workbook guide you toward better strategies for dealing with stress
and emotional pain so you can be safe happy and in control of your life
Harm 2021-04-25 a london based female assassin runs into trouble on a mission in 1970s
mexico in this action packed debut crime thriller acapulco 1974 rina walker is on
assignment just another quick clean kill when she wakes to discover her employer s
severed head on her bedside table and a man with an ak 47 coming through the door of
her hotel room she must use all her skills to neutralise her attacker and escape
notting hill 1956 fifteen year old rina is scavenging and stealing to support her
siblings and her alcoholic mother when a local gangster attacks her younger sister rina
wreaks revenge innocence betrayed rina faces the brutality of the post war london
underworld a world that teaches her the skill to kill praise for harm hugh fraser s



harm is the perfect combination of action mystery and intrigue it also features some
superbly constructed characters who develop over the course of the story which is a
rarity in mystery novels benjamin maio mackay actor go and buy it quick it is very
filmic and very taut this book will do you harm because you won t want to do anything
else but sit down and get to the next bit fast fabulous celia imrie actress bridget
jones diary calendar girls the best exotic marigold hotel
What Determines Harm from Addictive Substances and Behaviours? 2016-02-04 the
multifaceted nature of harmful substance use and gambling requires interdisciplinary
analysis to assess the underlying causes what determines harm from addictive substances
and behaviours draws together evidence from twelve disciplines including anthropology
genetics neurobiology and public policy using a developmental approach the book
presents evidence on the factors that influence the development of harmful substance
use and gambling the determinants of harm operate at three levels molecular individual
and social this book brings to light the complex interplay between them and presents
the scientific social economic political and psychological influences of harmful
substance use and gambling these individual determinants are then synthesised into an
integrative heuristic model to encourage new ways of thinking the findings from this
analysis are used to elaborate key general implications for health and broader social
policy clinical practice and future research what determines harm from addictive
substances and behaviours is based on research from alice rap a multidisciplinary
european study of addictive substances and behaviours in contemporary society this is
an essential resource for public health professionals stakeholders influencing policy
for addictive substances and behaviours students and academics looking to better
understand the factors influencing substance use and gambling and the implications this
research has for addiction prevention policy
Reckoning with Harm 2023-10-17 an ethnography of the ecuadorian amazon that
demonstrates the need for a relational place based contingent understanding of harm and
toxicity reckoning with harm is a striking ethnographic analysis of the harm resulting
from oil extraction covering fifty years of settler colonization and industrial
transformation of the ecuadorian amazon amelia fiske interrogates the relations of harm
she moves between forest courtrooms and oily waste pits farms and toxic tours to
explore both the ways in which harm from oil is entangled with daily life and the
tensions surrounding efforts to verify and redress it in practice attempts to address
harm from the oil industry in ecuador have been consistently confounded by narrow
technocratic understandings of evidence toxicity and responsibility building on
collaborators work to contest state and oil company insistence that harm is controlled
and principally chemical in nature fiske shows that it is necessary to refigure harm as
relational in order to reckon with unremediated contamination of the past while pushing
for broad forms of accountability in the present she theorizes that harm is both a
relationship and an animating feature of relationships in this place a contingent
understanding that is needed to contemplate what comes next when living in a toxic
world
Promises, Pedagogy and Pitfalls: Empathy’s Potential for Healing and Harm 2019-07-22
this volume explores empathy s potential for healing and harm and its potency to effect
change for good or ill at inter personal ecological and global levels
The Ends of Harm 2011-09-15 how can the brutal and costly enterprise of criminal
punishment be justified this book makes a provocative original contribution to the
philosophical literature and debate on the morality of punishing arguing that
punishment is justified in the duties that offenders incur as a result of their
wrongdoing
The Parent's Guide to Self-Harm 2012-10-10 the first book on self harm written for
parents by parents are you concerned that your child may be self harming are you
wondering what to do for the best do you need more information and help if so this is
the book for you an ever increasing number of young people are turning to self harm in
order to cope with the pressures of modern living and this poses a huge problem for
parents and others who care for them this book provides the answers you need to
questions such as how do i know for sure whether my child is self harming how should i
approach my child what help and treatment is available to us what can i do to help my
child how have other parents coped full of the real life experiences of other parents
who have been there this is a practical book that will both inform and equip you to
help your child and yourself through this difficult time



Understanding and Responding to Self-Harm 2019-06-06 self harm is increasingly
prevalent in our society but few of us understand why or know what to do to help
ourselves friends or family in such situations it can be very isolating understanding
and responding to self harm aims to fill this gap providing practical information and
advice for anyone who has an experience of self harm showing the various forms self
harm can take this book explores the reasons behind it and offers advice on self
management support to others and what services are available full of clear thoughtful
advice for those who may be thinking of harming themselves or have already done so as
well as guidance for families and friends on helpful strategies and responses and ones
to avoid it uses evidence from research and direct experience to provide an essential
resource
The Aesthetics of Self-Harm 2018-05-11 the aesthetics of self harm presents a new
approach to understanding parasuicidal behaviour based upon an examination of online
communities that promote performances of self harm in the pursuit of an idealised
beauty the book considers how online communities provide a significant level of support
for self harmers and focuses on relevant case studies to establish a new model for the
comprehension of the online supportive community to do so alderton explores discussions
of self harm and disordered eating on social networks she examines aesthetic trends
that contextualise harmful behavior and help people to perform feelings of sadness and
vulnerability online alderton argues that the traditional understanding of self
violence through medical discourse is important but that it misses vital elements of
human group activity and the motivating forces of visual imagery covering psychiatry
and psychology rhetoric and sociology this book provides essential reading for
psychologists sociologists and anthropologists exploring group dynamics and ritual and
rhetoricians who are concerned with the communicative powers of images it should also
be of great interest to medical professionals dealing with self harming patients
Someone Always Tries to Harm Me 2019-12-18 due to the sudden movement in the backstage
su xiaoxiao had entered into the book that she had written however who could tell her
that the direction of the story was different from what she had expected the male lead
wanted to be with the female lead so he wanted to get rid of her the male partner
wanted to become the male lead so he wanted to get rid of her in order to keep her
position the female lead wanted to get rid of her wait you re all made by me and you re
even defying the heavens will there will always be people who want to harm me since
this is the case i will take care of all of you one by one
Self-Harm and Eating Disorders in Schools 2015-04-21 self harm and eating disorders are
present in almost every school and they frequently co occur this book provides the
vital guidance that school staff need to spot early warning signs understand triggers
and support the students in their care effectively this very practical guide helps
educational professionals to gain a better understanding of self harm and eating
disorders by dispelling the myths and misconceptions that surround these behaviours the
book provides advice on whole school policies and procedures as well as day to day
strategies to implement in lessons at mealtimes and in one on one sessions it explains
how to respond to disclosures make referrals and work alongside parents to assist in
the road to recovery
When We Do Harm 2020-03-23 medical mistakes are more pervasive than we think how can we
improve outcomes an acclaimed md s rich stories and research explore patient safety
patients enter the medical system with faith that they will receive the best care
possible so when things go wrong it s a profound and painful breach medical science has
made enormous strides in decreasing mortality and suffering but there s no doubt that
treatment can also cause harm a significant portion of which is preventable in when we
do harm practicing physician and acclaimed author danielle ofri places the issues of
medical error and patient safety front and center in our national healthcare
conversation drawing on current research professional experience and extensive
interviews with nurses physicians administrators researchers patients and families dr
ofri explores the diagnostic systemic and cognitive causes of medical error she
advocates for strategic use of concrete safety interventions such as checklists and
improvements to the electronic medical record but focuses on the full scale cultural
and cognitive shifts required to make a meaningful dent in medical error woven
throughout the book are the powerfully human stories that dr ofri is renowned for the
errors she dissects range from the hardly noticeable missteps to the harrowing medical
cataclysms while our healthcare system is and always will be imperfect dr ofri argues



that it is possible to minimize preventable harms and that this should be the
galvanizing issue of current medical discourse
After Harm 2005-07 medical error is a leading problem of health care in the united
states each year more patients die as a result of medical mistakes than are killed by
motor vehicle accidents breast cancer or aids while most government and regulatory
efforts are directed toward reducing and preventing errors the actions that should
follow the injury or death of a patient are still hotly debated according to nancy
berlinger conversations on patient safety are missing several important components
religious voices traditions and models in after harm berlinger draws on sources in
theology ethics religion and culture to create a practical and comprehensive approach
to addressing the needs of patients families and clinicians affected by medical error
she emphasizes the importance of acknowledging fallibility telling the truth
confronting feelings of guilt and shame and providing just compensation after harm adds
important human dimensions to an issue that has profound consequences for patients and
health care providers
Pros and Cons of Drug Legalization, Decriminalization, and Harm Reduction 2000 in the
1990s reported autism cases among american children began spiking from about 1 in 10
000 in 1987 to a shocking 1 in 166 today this trend coincided with the addition of
several new shots to the nation s already crowded vaccination schedule grouped together
and given soon after birth or in the early months of infancy most of these shots
contained a little known preservative called thimerosal which includes a quantity of
the toxin mercury evidence of harm explores the heated controversy over what many
parents physicians public officials and educators have called an epidemic of afflicted
children following several families david kirby traces their struggle to understand how
and why their once healthy kids rapidly descended into silence or disturbed behavior
often accompanied by severe physical illness alarmed by the levels of mercury in the
vaccine schedule these families sought answers from their doctors from science from
pharmaceutical companies that manufacture vaccines and finally from the center for
disease control and the food and drug administration to no avail but as they dug deeper
the families also found powerful allies in congress and in the small community of
physicians and researchers who believe that the rise of autism and other disorders is
linked to toxic levels of mercury that accumulate in the systems of some children an
important and troubling book evidence of harm reveals both the public and unsung
obstacles faced by desperate families who have been opposed by the combined power of
the federal government health agencies and pharmaceutical giants from closed meetings
of the fda cdc and drug companies to the mysterious rider inserted into the 2002
homeland security bill that would bar thimerosal litigation to open hearings held by
congress this book shows a medical establishment determined to deny evidence of harm
that might be connected with thimerosal and mercury in vaccines in the end as research
is beginning to demonstrate the questions raised by these families have significant
implications for all children and for those entrusted to oversee our national health
Evidence of Harm 2007-04-01 keeping doctors happy and productive requires a thorough
understanding of the systemic causes and consequences of physician stress as well as
the role of resilience in maintaining a healthy mental state the pressure of making
life or death decisions along with those associated with the day to day challenges of
doctoring can lead to poor patient care and communication patient dissatisfaction
absenteeism reductions in productivity job dissatisfaction and lowered retention this
edited volume will provide a comprehensive tool for understanding and promoting
physician stress resilience specifically the book has six interrelated objectives that
collectively would advance the evidence based understanding of 1 the extent to which
physicians experience and suffer from work related stress 2 the various manifestations
syndromes and reaction patterns directly caused by work related stress 3 the degree to
which physicians are resilient in that they are successful or not successful in coping
with these stressors 4 the theories and direct evidence that account for the resilience
5 the programs during and following medical school which help to promote resilience and
6 the agenda for future theory research and intervention efforts for the next
generation of physicians
First Do No Self Harm 2013-08-05 maintaining the importance of socio economic issues in
devising transitional justice mechanisms this book examines the widespread practice of
land grabbing in afghanistan on 3 september 2003 100 armed police officers bulldozed
around 30 homes in the sherpur neighborhood of kabul afghanistan evicting over 250



people historically the land was part of the property of the ministry of defense of
which a zone was allocated to the ministry s employees who had built homes and had
lived there for nearly 30 years after the demolition however the land was distributed
among 300 high ranking government officials including ministers deputy ministers
governors and other powerful warlords land grabbing in afghanistan has become a
widespread practice across the country based on over 50 semi structured interviews with
key informants and group discussions with war victims and local experts in kabul the
current book examines the relevance of transitional justice discourse and practice in
response to this situation following a critical criminological concern with social harm
the book maintains that it is not enough to consider a country s political history of
violent conflict and the violation of civil and political rights alone rather to decide
on appropriate transitional justice mechanisms it is crucial to consider a country s
socio economic background and above all the socio economic harm inflicted on people
during periods of violent conflict this original and detailed account of the socio
economic challenges faced by transitional justice mechanisms will be of interest to
those studying and working in this area in law politics development studies and
criminology
Transitional Justice and Socio-Economic Harm 2022-09-19 prostitution harm and gender
inequality brings together international research exploring the range of gendered harms
to women involved in prostitution and the consequences of growth of the sex industry
for global gender relations while there is an increasing amount of research and
academic output on prostitution the current focus is often on discussion and critique
of policy frameworks and contemporary debates over harm are largely limited to sex
trafficking and sexual exploitation of children less attention is paid to questions of
how the sex industry perpetuates notions of objectification and male entitlement with
respect to sexual access to women s bodies despite being key feminist concerns for
several decades this position has become effectively marginalized but the global growth
and industrialization of the sex industry requires a return to these questions through
exploring gendered inequality and re engaging with an understanding of prostitution as
harmful with impacts on the self and body that are experienced as abusive but do not
always constitute violence this book introduces a range of research and thinking while
also drawing on existing literature to explore the consequences of prostitution for
women in the sex industry and wider gender relations these issues are discussed with
regard to coercion and recruitment including trafficking notions of male entitlement in
accounts of men who buy sex critical interrogations of agency and choice legal and
policy frameworks and representations of prostitution in popular culture
Tortious Liability for Unintentional Harm in the Common Law and the Civil Law: Volume
1, Text 1982-09-16 this practical and accessible book of case studies takes a new look
at self harm focusing particularly on the under explored area of hidden self harming
behaviour these behaviours may not be immediately identifiable as self harm by
counsellors therapists or their clients but maggie turp shows how recognition and
understanding of hidden self harm can improve practice with those affected the author
begins by discussing extracts from infant observation studies that reflect on the role
of maternal care in encouraging the tendency towards self care a series of detailed
case studies follows including a client who has a serious eating disorder a client who
abuses recreational drugs works excessively to the detriment of his mental and physical
health and sustains a series of unconsciously invited accidents and one caught up in
self harm by omission who fails to take care and delays seeking vital medical care the
clinical accounts highlight the importance of attending to the client as a whole person
and of building on the self caring tendency that has prompted him or her to seek help
in the form of counselling or psychotherapy written from a psychoanalytic perspective
but using straightforward language hidden self harm is a valuable resource for social
workers psychologists teachers nurses and lay helpers as well as for counsellors and
psychotherapists
Prostitution, Harm and Gender Inequality 2013-01-28 named a best book of 2021 by real
simple from the usa today bestselling author of behind every lie and the night olivia
fell comes an unforgettable and heart wrenching novel about the lengths one woman will
go to save her son emma loves her life she s the mother of a precocious kindergartener
married to her soulmate a loyal and loving police detective and has a rewarding career
as a doctor at the local hospital but everything comes crashing down when her son josh
is diagnosed with a rare form of cancer determined to save him emma makes the risky



decision to sell opioids to fund the life saving treatment he needs but when somebody
ends up dead a lethal game of cat and mouse ensues her own husband leading the chase
with her son s life hanging in the balance emma is dragged into the dark world of drugs
lies and murder will the truth catch up to her before she can save josh a timely and
moving exploration of a town gripped by the opioid epidemic and featuring christina
mcdonald s signature complex emotionally intense publishers weekly prose do no harm
examines whether the ends ever justify the means even for a desperate mother
Hidden Self-Harm 2002-11-10 a clever and addictive thriller from the bestselling author
of the handmaid s tale and the testaments rennie wilford is a young journalist running
from her life when she takes an assignment to a caribbean island she tumbles into a
world where no one is quite what they seem least of all yankee paul is paul a drug
smuggler a cia operative either way he s trouble and his offer to rennie of a no hooks
no strings affair will suddenly draw her into in a lethal web of corruption as swift
moving as the best thriller clipped and laconic yet deeply and richly sensitive sunday
telegraph
A Midsummer Madness 1884 this work is aimed at those caught somewhere in the middle
between those for whom only heterosexual and monogamous marriage or anything goes are
paradigms of suitable behaviour and intimate relationships ethicist and christian marie
fortune explores what it means to be in an intimate relationship today surrounded as we
are by domestic violence and continued silencing of women s voices
Do No Harm 2021-02-16 epub and epdf available open access under cc by nc nd licence
labour exploitation is a highly topical though complex issue that has international
resonance for those concerned with social justice and social welfare but there is a
lack of research available about it this book part of the studies in social harm series
is the first to look at labour exploitation from a social harm perspective arguing that
as a global social problem it should be located within the broader study of work based
harm written by an expert in policy orientated research he critiques existing
approaches to the study of workplace exploitation abuse and forced labour mapping out a
new sub discipline this innovative book aims to shift power from employers to workers
to reduce levels of labour exploitation and work based harm it is relevant to academics
from many fields as well as legislators policy makers politicians employers union
officials activists and consumers
Bodily Harm 2012-05-15 a significant number of antipsychotic medications are being
surreptitiously administered off label to residents suffering from dementia in a
seniors home a local physician comes under suspicion as hospital staff and police
investigate the incidents maggie keiller principal of the local high school and her
husband derek sloan become involved when one of her students a patient of that same
physician dies of a drug overdose while in hospital as she probes further maggie and
the physician are both targeted by someone unknown who sabotages their cars to explode
when the engine is started both narrowly escape a horrifying death but another person
is not so fortunate as events hurtle toward a climax maggie and derek face increasing
danger not knowing who the true culprit is when the deranged killer makes a final
frenzied attempt on her life maggie is caught totally off guard this riveting thriller
closely examines the primary duty of every doctor first do no harm
In Harm's Way 2001-03 july 9 1947 roswell new mexico a young boy tags along with his
father to the roswell army air field and witnesses something he was not to see or know
about until fifty three years later august 5 2000 garden plains kansas a massive alien
craft is spotted hovering by local citizens and darts off to the northwest somewhere in
colorado where it starts to tailgate commercial flight 311 on its way to oklahoma city
three f 15 aircrafts are scrambling to intercept and investigate this unknown intruder
the alien craft darts off to the southeast and the three f 15s give pursuit of the
unknown intruder the alien craft is able to lose the f 15s in a thunderstorm near
roswell and history repeats itself some fifty three years later
Love Does No Harm 1998-10-01 don t let your thoughts and fears define you in overcoming
harm ocd psychotherapist jon hershfield offers powerful cognitive behavioral therapy
cbt and mindfulness tools to help you break free from the pain and self doubt caused by
harm ocd do you suffer from violent unwanted thoughts and a crippling fear of harming
others are you afraid to seek treatment for fear of being judged if so you may have
harm ocd an anxiety disorder associated with obsessive compulsive disorder ocd first
and foremost you need to know that these thoughts do not define you as a human being
but they can cause a lot of real emotional pain so how can you overcome harm ocd and



start living a better life written by an expert in treating harm ocd this much needed
book offers a direct and comprehensive explanation of what harm ocd is and how to
manage it you ll learn why you have unwanted thoughts how to identify mental
compulsions and find an overview of cognitive behavioral and mindfulness based
treatment approaches that can help you reclaim your life you ll also find tips for
disclosing violent obsessions finding adequate professional help and working with loved
ones to address harm ocd systemically and finally you ll learn that your thoughts are
just thoughts and that they don t make you a bad person if you have harm ocd it s time
to move past the stigma and start focusing on solutions this evidence based guide will
help light the way
Reducing the harm from alcohol by regulating cross-border alcohol marketing,
advertising and promotion 2022-05-10
Labour Exploitation and Work-Based Harm 2017-04-19
First, Do No Harm 2016-06-22
Golden Hours 1873
Reports of Cases Decided by the English Courts [1870-1883] 1884
Condition Red Area 51 2013-11-27
Overcoming Harm OCD 2018-12-01
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